
HOW TO WRITE A MIDNIGHT ROBBER SPEECH

Midnight Robber Speech Away down from the heightless region of the phantom graveyard came I, The most
impregnable, unconquerable and.

Photo by Max Farrar. Salvation comes in the form of the Midnight Robber. New Half Way Tree is a place full
of exiles from Toussaint, and without Granny Nanny to rule and pro- tect them they revert to the old ways of
humans â€” greed, lust, violence. They are profoundly subversive â€” like the Anansi trickster, the Midnight
Robber has free reign to say and do as he pleases. He confronted Carnival audi- ences with his robber-talk, a
unique blend of Creole and old-fashioned so-called Standard English, and if his robber-talk was good, he was
rewarded with money. With wine. Take the helm from the trembling hands of the captain manning the ship
and leave him in a shallow grave for he granny to find. It is the literary nature of the Midnight Robber that
positions him as the ideal postcolonial literary protagonist and social commentator. You ent make me out, you
know. His grand and verbose speeches detail his ability to wreak death and destruction to all those who stand
in his way, as well as describing the injustices he has suffered at the abusive and corrupt hands of those in
power. Carnival dominates the ebb and low of life in Trinidad. He was one of the few Mas characters whose
speeches were central to his role. Yet while they may be comical, the speeches of the Robber are also replete
with coded messages. The speech was then recorded and played as the parade took place on the road. Cynthia
explains that she overheard her father throw the insult at a neighbour. Let her opponent match that. By
developing his story upon one syllable at a time, he reaches a point where he can bring them all together to
spell the original word. Pierrot Grenade, who still makes an appearance in contemporary Trinidad Carnival,
dresses in rags but is a master speller and challenges other Pierrots to do battle with him. Like other tricksters
of West African origin in the Americas, Anansi and Brer Rabbit, the Midnight Robber relies on his verbal
agility to outmaneuver and triumph over his adversaries and thwart officialdom. Suddenly, she catches sight of
the Midnight Robber coming up the road, and his presence forms a counter-narrative to the individualistic and
destructive acts of lawlessness committed by the pharmacy robbers. Drop your keys and bend your knees. I
was born to darkness. He exemplifies many of the practices that are central to Caribbean carnival culture -
resistance to officialdom, linguistic innovation and the disruptive nature of play, parody and humour. Tubman
signals a passage towards a better future for the exiled Caribbean people and mythical creatures of New Half
Way Tree and planet Toussaint; he bridges the gap between the Old and New Worlds. All dem who think they
could duck and run I will find you in the blazing sun next to a 4-inch coffin for a 6-foot man. I spin the
threads. With their focus on turning the tables on the powerful using intelligence and verbal skills, they
formed part of a discourse of resistance to colonial power and the traumatic legacy of slavery in the Americas.
Young fella, you ent make me out. Dust cannot cover the rising or setting sun and curdle the blood of all dem
wining woman. Ah does bade in acid and scrub meh teeth in the ashes of Caroni and grease meh foot beyond
petroleum jelly. I clean. My battle scars does heal before I get them. Maybe I is a master weaver. However, as
a twentieth-century mas character, there is a marked diference between the Midnight Robber and folkloric
tricksters in the Americas. The Carnival Cultures research strand will encourage a focus on the role of trickster
figures, such as Midnight Robber, in the Caribbean carnival, as well as exploring the wider implications of the
potential of carnival as a site of resistance to oppression.


